
CEO of a Sports Organisation delegates put through their paces 
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CEO of a Sports Organisation delegates excelled as former Manchester United 

communications double act Charlie Brooks, Greig Mailer and long standing Sky 

Sports News football correspondent James Cooper delivered an extraordinary 

master class in media management before turning the tables on the delegates. 

They were out in front of the cameras and forced to manage a barrage of  

questions in a series of mock press conferences. This was real world learning from 

three truly elite industry experts and it is fair to say this group proved themselves 

up to the task!  

Rich Hughes delivers to MSc Sports Directorship delegates 

Rich Hughes, Sporting Director Portsmouth Football Club, made the journey up to 

Manchester to deliver a leadership masterclass to the MSc in Sports Directorship 

students. 

As the saying goes: “When setting out on a journey, never consult someone who 

has never left home.”  

Rich has certainly honed his knowledge, skills and experience operating across a 

number of roles. 

This was followed by the brilliant, Sports Strategist, Geoff Wilson, discussing the 

topic of Strategic Planning in sport.   
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Is football on the Brink of Revolution? 
In April, VSI are hosting a summit on  

‘The Secrets Of Financial Success As A Football Club Owner’ 

Here is what our summit speakers 

have to say: 

Host of the summit: Dr Rob Wilson 

“I’m made up to be hosting the first 

VSI summit to take a deep dive into 

the secrets behind financial success as 

a football club owner. We often hear 

about why clubs make losses, this 

event will challenge that and explore 

options for clubs to be run in a more 

effective way.”   

Ed Sulley. Director of customer Solu-

tions, HUDL  

“We're seeing that multi-club owner-

ship groups are growing significantly. 

These groups provide a fascinating 

insight into the continued evolution of 

the business of sport in the 21st  

Century.”  

Aaron Gourley, Editor at fcbusiness 

Magazine:  

"Football finance is of great interest 

and the subject of intense scrutiny 

across almost all sectors from govern-

ment departments, the game's con-

trolling authorities, the media and 

fans themselves. New money has 

flowed into the game as clubs have 

been the subject of many huge value 

takeovers, and the game's governing 

bodies seek to strike ever more lucra-

tive commercial ties. But where this 

money is coming from and how the 

game can continue to drive value from 

these investments are the subjects 

that are on everyone's minds. VSI’s 

Summit will be an opportunity to un-

pick some of these questions and try 

and understand where the game is 

now and its future prospects which is 

why it is a must attend event for any 

reader of fcbusiness Magazine."  

To book your place, email info@vsiee.com 
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